Abstract: In 1960 it was experimentally discovered that a number of nonlinear phenomena in solids such as harmonics generation, acoustic wave interactions and other nonlinear effects can be observed even for weak longitudinal ultrasonic waves. Beside that it was shown that shear acoustic waves also demonstratednonlinear behaviour under some external influencelike pressure, heating etc., despite the fact it was forbidden in a framework of a crystal lattice theory. These phenomena were explained in terms of acoustic structural nonlinearity, which was due to various structural defects of solids (dislocations, "cracks", etc.) Recent developments in nonlinear phonon interaction with e[ectrons, phonons, magnon are also discussed.
EXPERIMENTS ON FINITE AMPLITUDE ACOUSTIC WAVE. PROPAGATION IN LIQ~S Am SOLIDS
In 1955 the first experimental observation of higher harmonics generation and frequency mixing for finite amplitude ultrasonic waves in liquids was reported by the author (1) with colleagues &. Zarembo, V.ShklovskayaKordy, and V.Burov). It was also shown that harmonic acoustic wave propagation was accompanied by saw-tooth waveform distortion as well as nonlinear acoustic wave attenuation.
Prior to these experiments an accepted opinion was that for small amplitude waves in liquids where internal pressure was much greater than that for a sound wave, nonlinear properties are not important. However, it was first demonstrated that for liquids possesing weak attenuation in the lack of sound dispersion, nonlinewity accumulation takes place giving rise to sufficient nonlinear effects even for low sound intensity. The results obtained gave a start to further development of nonlinear acoustics in liquids in general, and nonlinear acoustics applications in underwater acoustics, seismology, medicine, etc.
In 1960 the author's experiments in solids result in the first observation of a variety of nonlinear phenomena @armonics generation, acoustic wave interactions, nonlinear sound attenuation, and scattering of sound by sound in isotropic materials (2). Similar to the case of liquids a general opinion was that for acoustic waves in solids with strain amplitudes in elasticity range (-10-9) the deviation horn the Hooke's law could be neglected. However, it turned out that for dispersionless wave propagation in solids with small attenuation acoustic nonlinear effects could be easily observed in experiment due to nonlinearity accumulation with a propagation distance.
Further experiments on scattering of sound by sound (3) have proved the applicability of "selection rules" for quasi-particles (similar to wave phase -matching conditions) to an interaction of longitudinal and shear waves in solids. These experiments provided a direct experimental proof of the validity of basic ideas on nonlinear interactions between thermal phonons in solids and ultrasonic @ypersonic) phonons. Such ideas constituted a basis of the well-known theory of acoustic wave attenuation in solids created by Landau (for hypersonic frequencies) and Akhiezer (ultrasonic range).
ACOUSTIC STRUCTURAL NONLINEARITY (AS~OF SOL~S
These experiments also demonstrated (4) that shear wave nonlinear interactions that had been considered to be forbidden for isotopic solids, in reality do exist for a number materials. For example, very eff]cient shear wave second harmonic generation was observed in some crystals and isotropic materials under the influence of heat or pressure due to residual deformations induced. These results were the first evidence of acoustic waves applicability for nonlinear nondestructive evaluation of residual stresses and other important applications of nonlinear acoustic methods for constructional material characterization. One of the important conclusions of was that besides geometrical and physical nonlinearities @N), there also exist ASN connected with different kinds of defects and inhomogeneities of a material. The magnitude of geometrical nonlinearity is generally small as compared to ASN and PN. The latter is more importmt for homogeneous solids and determined by the nonlinearity in constitutional relations. As for inhomogeneous media it was later shown by many authors that the value of the nonlinear parameter & can be extremely high due to ASN. For instance, some defective and constructional materials, rock specimen, etc. possess the value of & as high as 103 + 104, that is 3-4 orders as much as for PN. A correlation between the ASN efficiency and defects density in solids opens challenging opportunities for new nonlinear~E techniques, including nonlinear tomography of the~space distribution, important for a number of applications in underwater acoustics, medicine and seismology.
Further development of the ASN ideas resulted in the conclusion that acoustic nonlinearity efficiency is closely related to the material strength. Such a relation has been proved experimenully in some papers; however, more investigations are need to obtain quantitative information (5) .
One of the important mechanisms of the ASN for the fractured imperfections is connected with "clapping" of the surfaces in contact (6) . Extremly nonlinear dynamics of such a motion results in a very eficient higher harmonics generation even for shear acoustic waves used to be linear in the bulk of an ideal solid. The value of nonlinear parameter & for the shear wave second harmonic generation by a "clapping" contact was measured to exceed 102. So high a nonlinear inhomogeneity leads to a strong nonlinear sound reflection from the contact observed for both bulk and surface waves. A specific feature of a wave nonlinearly reflected from a contact nonlinearity area is a spectrum inversion: the higher harmonics have the greater amplitudes than the lower ones. Nonlinear sound reflection was demonstrated to be extremly eficient for nonlinear~E of small fractured flaws "invisible" with regular linear techniques.
PHONONS INTERACTIONS WITH ELECTRONS, PHOTONS, AND MAGNONS
Following on the experiments for isotropic solids on intensive study of acoustic nonlinear properties various crystalline materias had been conducted. Besides acousticians, experts in electrical engineering, solid-state physics and other adjacent fields were involved in development of new areas of physical acoustics research based on nonlinear interactions of acoustic waves (phonons) with electrons (acoustoelectronics), phonons (acoustooptics), and magnons (magnetoacoustics). For crystallhe materials PN is generally much higher than that for isotropic solids due to the coupling between acoustic waves and electronic plasma (in semiconductors) or spin sub-system (in magnetic materials). Because of that the~values measured for piezo-semiconductors were as high as -102, while for magnetic crystals they exceeded 103. It entails good opportunities for implementing highly-eficient nonlinear acoustic devices, important for practical applications, especially, in signal processing.
